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Partially absorbing parallel surfaces can be the dominant acoustical feature of many rooms. The sound 
fields in such rooms are not diffuse, which causes difficulty in predicting sound pressure levels. A method 
is developed for predicting ,sound pressure levels in these rooms. It rests on the prediction of sound 
pressure levels caused by a nondirectional source of known sound power radiating between absorbing 
parallel planes. The development proceeds from a geometrical acoustics viewpoint. Good correlation has 
been found between predicted and measured levels in existing rooms'having simple geometries. 

PACS numbers: 43.55.Br, 43.55.Ka, 43.20.Dk 

INTRODUCTION 

The acoustics of large rooms has been a topic of 
concern since the founding of the Acoustical Society. 
Despite considerable work since then, .there remain 
many situations in which it is difficult or impossible to 
predict the sound pressure level inside closed spaces. 
The work reported in this paper is the outgrowth of an 
attempt to use geometric acoustics to predict sound 
pressure levels in large rooms with low ceilings, such 
as are often found in factories, open plan offices, and 
the like. 

Geometric acoustics concepts have often been used to 
discuss the sound transmission in rooms. The basic 

reverberation time expressions of Millington z and Ey- 
ring, 2 for example, were derived using this approach. 
Geometric acoustics concepts, and the analogy with light 
also h•tve been used in the design of auditoria. 3 The 
classical approach to the prediction of sound pressures 
in large enclosures has been to reason from geometric 
acoustics concepts to the point of assuming a diffuse 
sound field in a room. This assumption has been shown 
to hold so long as room dimensions do not exceed about 
I :1.5:2, or so long as all wall absorption coefficients 
are nearly the same. 4 If these conditions are not met, 
the results arrived at from assuming a diffuse field to 
exist may be significantly in error. 

The advent of the high-speed digital computer has 
made possible the prediction of sound pressure levels 
inside of enclosures which do not meet the diffuse field 

requirements. s-8 To do this, it is necessary to predict 
the significant sound paths from a source to a receiver. 
Once these paths have been found it is only necessary to 
determine the absorption of each surface the sound ray 
strikes, and to sum all of the energy contributions arri- 
ving at the measuring point. The disadvantage of this 
approach is that there may be a great number of impor- 
tant sound paths to be found in any real (complex) room. 
Thus, considerable computing power and computing 
time may be required using geometric acoustics con- 
cepts. It has been found that many large rooms have 
one or more sets of plane surfaces as boundaries which 
are relatively close together. Under these conditions, 
it has been shown that the reflected sound paths be- 
tween the closely spaced parallel walls can be the domi- 
nant acoustical feature. ? This type of reflection path is 

easily handled, and forms the basis for this paper. The 
equations for sound transmission between parallel, par- 
tially absorbing planes will be developed, and examples 
of how the results may be applied in irregular rooms 
will be given. 

Galaitsis and Patterson have recently published an 
analysis very similar to this9; their investigation was 
prompted by the necessity of predicting sound in mines. 
Once again, the dominant acoustical feature was the 
closely spaced parallel planes. The primary difference 
between this work and the work of Galaitsis and Patter- 

son is that this work includes the possibility that the 
two parallel planes may have different absorption coef- 
ficients. Galaitsis and Patterson investigated this sit- 
uation for planes having the same acoustic absorption. 
Also, the results in this investigation are presented in 
what is believed to be a more readily usable form for 
computation than those of Galaitsis and Patterson. 

I. DEVELOPMENT OF THE EQUATIONS 

There are three distinct steps in the derivation of the 
equations for sound transmission between parallel ab- 
sorbing planes. First, the geometric equations for the 
sound ray paths between the source and the receiver 
must be obtained. Then the reduction in intensity along 
each ray path because of spherical spreading and ab- 
sorption by the planes must be incorporated. Finally, 
the energy arriving at the receiver along each of the ray 
paths must be combined to determine the net sound ' 
pressure level. 

The geometry of the ray paths can be determined 
with the aid of Figs. 1 and 2. The only assumption 
needed is that the angle of reflection at a boundary is 
equal to the angle of incidence. Figure 1 shows the 
simplest reflected rays; those undergoing only one re- 
flection. The ray paths SAR and SBR can most easily 
be determined by using the "image sources" S• and S•. 
These locations can be found by successive rotations of 
the figure around the lines representing plane 1 and 
plan• 2. The parameter of interest in this study is the 
ray path length. Path length SAR can easily be found, 
as it is equal to the path length S•AR. The Pythagorean 
Theorem gives for the path S•AR 

= [ (,xx) + (y . 
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FIG. 1. Geometry for single reflection sound paths. 

For path SBR (or S•BR) the length is 

(sBR) :{(Ax) •' + [2H- (y s +Y a)]•'}x/•' ß (2) 

A similar procedure is followed for cases involving 
higher numbers of reflections. Path SABR in Fig. 2 has 
the length 

(SABR) = {(Ax) •' + [2H- (y a -y s)]•'}x/•', (3) 

and path SCDR has the length 

(SCDR) = {(Ax) •' + [2H + (y a -Y s)]2}•/•.. (4) 
This procedure is followed for succeedingly higher 

numbers of reflections. There turn out to be four cases 

which must be considered. Separate consideration must 
be given to ray paths involving even or odd numbers of 
reflections from the walls. Rays undergoing even or 
odd numbers of reflections must be further categorized 
between those which strike the upper plane first and 
those which strike the lower plane first. The equations 
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FIG. 2. Geometry for two reflection sound paths. 

can also be written in terms of the number of reflec- 

tions along the path. The equations are as follows' 

For the odd number i of reflections the lengths 1 are 
given by 

F' : (Ax) •' [ill + (y s • (5) i,z + +y - H)]2, (lower wall first), 
ß 

l• = (Ax) •' + [iH- (y s +Y a - H)]•' (upper wall first) (6) ,3 , ' 

For the even number j of reflections the lengths 1 are 
given by 

l• = (ZXx) •' + [j H- (y • -y s )]•' (lower wall first), (7) 

l• = (Ax) •' + [jH + (y • y s)]•' (upper wall first) (8) •4 '- • ' 

With the geometry problem solved, attention can next 
be turned to determining the reduction in intensity along 
each ray path. 

Calculations for the reduction in intensity along a ray 
path rest on two basic assumptions. First, the intensity 
along each ray path is assumed to decrease because of 
spherical spreading of the sound energy. Secondly, all 
of the acoustic absorption is assumed to take place at 
the walls, and to be independent of the angle of incidence 
of the sound. In fact, absorption of most surfaces does 
vary with angle, but the process of summing over sev- 
eral ray paths (angles) has an averaging effect similar 
to that implicit in reverberation room determinations 
o•f the random-incidence absorption coefficients used 
in the calculation. 

The acoustic energy arriving at a receiver location 
after undergoing reflections and absorptions along a 
given ray path can be determined with the aid of Fig. 3. 
If the acoustic source is emitting W watts of acoustic 
power, the intensity arriving at the first reflection 
point I• is given by 

(o) 

After reflection and absorption 

FIG. 3. Two reflection ray with intensities indicated along ray 
path. 
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I2 = I• (1 - ot•) = (W/4•rl•)(1 - (10) 

This intensity is further reduced because of spherical 
spreading before the second reflection. The incident 
intensity for the second reflection is, therefore, 

Ia = I2(l• /l•) = (W/4rrl•) (1 - a •). (11) 
After reflection and absorption, 

I4 =I3(1 - a•.) = (W/4rrl•)(1 - a,)(1 - 
At the receiver location, the result is 

(12) 

I•=I4(f/l•) = (W/4rrl•)( 1 - a•.) (1 - a•). (13) 

For convenience, this can be expressed in terms of Is, 
the intensity at the receiver along the direct transmis- 
sion path; 

Is = W/4rrR•'. (14) 
The expression can also be revised to include rn reflec- 
tions from plane 1 and n reflections from plane 2. 
When these modifications are included, 

- - ß 
T•s general equation can now be app•ed to each of the 
four reflection cases introduced above. For instance, 
the intensity alo• a path invol•ng three reflections, 
•th the lower plane being struck first, would be 

Is.x=Is ,• (1-ax)•(1-a•) 
13,1 

ß (y 
=Is (ax),.+[3H+(ys+Y•_H)],. (16) 

The final step in determining the sound pressure level 
at the receiver location is the summing of the acoustic 
energy arriving along each of the ray paths. Summing 
of intensities rather than pressures along each ray path 
was chosen because of uncertainties concerning the pha- 
sing of the arriving sound. In noise control work the 
source is often an incoherent one. Furthermore, the 
amount of phase-shift undergone at each reflection was 
difficult to specify for many acoustic materials, partic- 
ularly given the variation with angie of incidence. The 
decision, therefore, was to use time averaged quantities 
and to sum intensities along the ray paths. When the 
summing is accomplished over all four cases involving 
reflections and the direct transmission ray from S to R 
is included, the resulting expression for intensity is; 

I =I s + E R •. •(1 - o•) (i-x)/•'(1 - o•.) (i+x)/•- 2 

i =1,3, ... li, 3 
(odd) 

+ (1 -ax) O+z)/•'(1 -a2)"-x) l•,x 

• ( 1 l•Z.-•4)] (17) + • R 2 (1 - o•.)•/z(1 - a•.) •/2 l,•.--• ' + , j =2,4,... 
(even) 

where the ler•chs are given in Eqs. (5)-(8). If both 
sides of Eq. (17) are divided by the reference intensity 
Io, it is possible to express this result in terms of in- 
tensity levels L•, 

- +SUM). (18) 

It should be noted that each term in the sums shown 

in Eq. (17) is multiplied by the square of a length ratio. 
It is possible to rearrange each of these ratios so that 
all distances are expressed in nondimensional form as 
a multiple of the plane separation distance H. Thus, 

L-•'• = (Ax) 2 + till + (y s +Y R H)]2 i,1 

(R/Y) 2 
= (Ax/H)2 + [i + (y s/H+yR/H- 1)] 2 ' (19) 

n _ 
f' + [i , i,3 '-- -- 

(20) 

n (n/m 
•"7'•--- -- 

l•,4 (•x/H) 2 + D + (Y • /H-y s/H)] 2'' (22) 
Calculations based on Eqs. (17)-(22) can be carried 

out on a digital computer with ease. The series is 
strongly convergent, particularly as the absorption co- 
efficient of either plane approaches unity. This is as it 
should be; Eq. (17) reduces to that for spherical spread- 
ing as the absorption of the planes approaches unity. 

The SUM has been calculated for an arbitrarily cho- 
sen geometry, and the result is shown in Fig. 4. The 
dimensionless source and receiver height locations 
were chosen to be "typical" for a room if the plane 
spacing H were 5 m. A hard floor (a =0.00 Sabines) was 
assumed. The horizontal separation distance •Xx was 
varied to change R. Curves are shown for a•. ranging 
from 0.0 to 0.9. The summation for each point was 
carried out until the succeeding term caused the result 
to change by less than 0.01 dB. 
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FIG. 4. Results of summation for one hard wall and one wall 
which ranges from hard to soft. c•l:0.0 , Ys/H=0.1, yi,/H 
-- 0.2. 
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Two things are apparent in Fig. 4. First, it is ap- 
parent that the absorption of plane 2 is not a major fac- 
tor for R/H values less than about 0.5. It is also evi- 
dent that the contribution of the reflected sound to the 

overall sound pressure level is less than that of the 
sound reaching the observer directly, since SUM is 
less than one in this region. The other thing that is ap- 
parent is that all of the curves except the a•. =0.0 curve 
approach a fixed value asymptotically at the higher R/H 
values. Each of these merits discussion. 

The first area to be discussed will be the region 
where R/H is less than one. For the source and recei- 
ver locations chosen (source near the lower wall, re- 
ceiver 20% of the way up between the planes) it can be 
seen in Fig. 4 that the absorption of the upper plane is 
not an important factor in the result. Before conclud- 
ing that acoustic absorption is unimportant in this re- 
gion, however, further investigation is required. A 
second set of calculations for the SUM is shown in Fig. 
5. This set of calculations was performed for slightly 
higher source and receiver locations, and for two dif- 
ferent absorptions on the lower plane (ax). The lower 
set of curves resulted from calculations using ax of 
0.8, and •he upper set of curves for an ax of 0.2. It will 
be seen that there is considerable variation in the re- 

sults (nearly an order of magnitude) for R/H less than 
about one. SUM must be added to one, however, before 
it is of any use in predicting the sound pressure level. 
Thus, what is important is not SUM, but (1 + SUM). 
When calculations are made on sound pressure levels 
for the most extreme cases shown in Figsø 4 and 5 
(both absorptions equal to zero, and both absorptions 
equal to 0.8), the maximum difference in sound pres- 
sure level may be found to be about 4 dB at an R/H of 
one. However, if the same calculation is performed at 
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FIG. 5. Results of summation for different plane absorptions. 
For setl, a1=0.2. For set 2, al=0.8. :Ys/H=0.2, 
-0.4. 

an R/H value of 0.2, the difference will be found to be 
about 1.6 dB. This is logical; when source and receiver 
are very close together, the primary contribution to the 
overall sound pressure level is from direct radiation, 
not from reflected sound. Further experimentation 
along these lines leads to the conclusion that errors in 
sound pressure level predictions will be minimal for 
R/H less than one if absorption of the plane nearest the 
sound source is correctly specified. 

The curves shown in Figs. 4 and 5 do not extend be- 
low an R/H value of 0.15 or 0.2, respectively, because 
that represents the minimum separation distance be- 
tween the source and the receiver. If the source and 

the receiver are placed at the same height it is possible 
to extend the curves much farther downward as the 

source to receiver distance can be made as small as 

desired. When this is done, it is found that the curves 
become straight lines with a slope of two to one. This 
indicates a square law relationship between SUM and 
t•/H which is directly traceable to the square of the 
source-to-receiver distance in Eq. (17). Once this is 
realized, it is possible to extrapolate downward from a 
set of curves like those shown with sufficient accuracy 
without having to do the detailed calculations for the 
SUM. 

For large values of R/H (observer far from the 
source) the value of SUM approaches a limit. This limit 
is predictable. It can be shown that the length ratios 
in Eq. (17) approach unity at large values of R/H. Under 
these-conditions, the summation becomes a geometric 
series for absorption values greater than zero. A sim- 
plified expression for SUM can then be derived: 

SUM = 2[(1 - c•z)(1 - c•.)]z/•'/{1 - [(1 - c•z)(1 - c•.)]z/•'). (23) 
The validity of this expression can easily be checked 
by verifying values shown in Figs. 4 and 5. It is also 
interesting to note that Eq. (23) indicates that curves 
for ax =0.8, c•. =0.2, and for c• =0.2, a•. =0.8, must ap- 
proach the same value as R/H gets large. This is also 
logical. At distances far from the source, all reflected 
sound will have undergone many reflections. Under 
these conditions the absorption of each plane is equally 
important. A more complete picture of the variation of 
SUM with absorption coefficients for fixed source and 
receiver heights may be gained by examining the fig- 
ures in the Appendix. 

There is one other important consequence of Eq. (23). 
Galaitsis and Patterson investigated transmission of 
sound between parallel planes having equal absorption 
coefficients. If their results are to be correct for 

large R/H values, and if an attempt is made to use them 
for planes having unequal absorptions, it is evident that 
the mean reflection coefficient (1- a) used must be the 
geometric mean of the two reflection coefficients. 

The variation of sound pressure level between paral- 
lel planes is indicated in Fig. 6. These curves were 
plotted for the source and receiver locations indicated 
in Fig. 4. Shown on Fig. 6 is a negative 6 dB per doub- 
ling line which corresponds to the sound pressure level 
which would result from direct spherical radiation. 
(This would also be the line for the case where both ab- 
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FIG. 6. Sound pressure level prediction between absorbing 
parallel planes. 

sorption coefficients were one.) The remaining curves 
are for a hax;d "floor" (ax = 0.0) and for varying values 
of "ceiling" absorption. The latter curves were ob- 
tained by correcting from the spherical spreading curve 
by the amount 10 log (1 + SUM). It will be seen that for 
both planes acoustically hard the sound pressure level 
decreases by 3 dB per doubling of distance. This is 
consistent with the fact that under these conditions the 

spreading of the sound would be approximately cylindri- 
cal at distances very much farther from the source than 
the plane separation distance. 

It is also possible to check these results against those 
published by Galaitsis and Patterson by choosing equal 
plane absorption coefficients and identical source and 
receiver locations. When this is done the results of 

both investigations are in complete agreement. Some 
care must be taken in doing this. The independent pa- 

rameter chosen by Galai•.sis and Patterson was the nor- 
realized horizontal distance x/H rather than R/H. Thus 
the curves have a slightly different appearance when 
the receiver is close to the source. 

The fact that SUM approaches a limit at large R/H 
values for nonzero a values also means that all sound 

pressure level curves will ultimately become parallel 
to the spherical spreading loss curve, with a slope of 
-6 dB/doubling of distance. The distance required to 
reach this condition will be very dependent, however, on 
the absorption of the planes. 

The predictions of sound pressure levels inside a 
rectangular room can be obtained from the parallel 
plane results by using superposition. Such a room 
can be considered as three orthogonal sets of parallel 
planes, with three separation distances. If all distances 
are scaled in turn by each of these three H values, it is 
possible to find three values of SUM (using, of course, 
the appropriate a• and a• values in each case). Since 
each of these SUM's included only the reflected energy, 
the total energy arriving at the receiver can be found 
by adding. Thus 

L- Ls= 101og(1 +SUMx +SUM2+SUM3) , (24) 

where L$ is the sound pressure level at the receiver 
for spherical spreading of the sound. Applications of 
this approach to an imaginary square room with a ceil- 
ing height of 5 m is shown for two rooms in Fig. 7. 
This was done to allow comparisons between the paral- 
lel plane results and those predicted by the conventional 
diffuse field method. For a room measuring 10 m on a 
side, it can be seen that the agreement is poor except 
very near the source. This is as it should be, since re- 
flections from orthogonal planes become important in a 
small room such as this. The diffuse field equation re- 
sults have generally been found valid in rooms of these 
dimensions. When the dimensions of the sides of the 
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FIG. 7. Sound pressure level predic- 
tion in square rooms of the same 
height but different floor areas. 
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FIG. 8. Comparison of predictions using paraIIe! p!ane method 
with data published by Embleton. 4 

room are i'ncreased to 25 m, the agreement between the 
two methods is within about I dB for most locations 

near the source. As the distance from the source in- 

creases, however, the sound pressure level predicted 
using parallel planes is found to be much below that 
predicted by the diffuse field equations. It is next nec- 
essary to establish that the parallel plane method is the 
better prediction method in cases such as this. 

Embleton 4 has reported an investigation in a large 
rectangular classroom. Although some details concern- 
ing his room are uncertain, there is sufficient informa- 
tion about it to make reasonable assumptions concern- 
ing the absorption values of the walls, floor, and ceil- 
ing. These assumptions will yield the diffuse field re'- 
suits shown by Embleton. When these assumed absorp- 
tion values are used in the parallel plane approach, the 
results shown in Fig. 8 are obtained. The parallel plane 
approach appears to be the better' prediction method in 
this room. 

As a further test on the prediction capabilities of the 
parallel plane method, it was used to predict the sound 
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pressure levels which would be produced by an ILG ref- 
erence sound source in a long narrow hallway available 
on the VPI and SU campus. Comparisons were made 
with measurements, and the results are shown in Fig. 
9. The parallel plane prediction method gave results 
which were consistently about 1.5 to 2 dBA low. Much 
of this difference was felt to be attributable to the fact 

that general manufacturer' s specifications were used 
for the sound power production of the ILG source, ra- 
ther than individual calibration data. The trend in the 

sound field was correctly predicted. Results predicted 
by the diffuse field equation are also shown on this fig- 
ure for comparison purposes. Because the assumptions 
on which that equation was derived are so badly viola- 
ted, the equation gives predictions which are in error 
by a considerable amount. 

This prediction method has been tested against other 
measured sound pressure level data, and against the 
sound pressure level predictions of a much more com- 
prehensive geometric acoustics prediction program. In 
general, the results have been comparable to those 
presented here. In those cases where the dominant 
acoustical feature is a set of planes, and particularly 
where the measuring point was one or more plane sep- 
aration distances from the source, the measured and 
predicted results agreed within about I to 2 dB. This 
finding is also in agreement with the measurements of 
Galaitsis and Patterson. ' 

II. SUMMARY 

It has been shown that it is possible to predict sound 
transmission characteristics of absorbing parallel 
planes with relative ease. These results can then be 
used to predict the sound pressure level in those situa- 
tions where the dominant acoustic feature is a pair of 
parallel reflecting planes. Such situations occur in 
large open plan offices, in factories, and in rooms 
where the proportions exceed I :1.5:2. The method 
predicts a drop in sound pressure level with distance 
which agrees with measured values. 
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APPENDIX 

Included in this appendix is a series of curves (Figs. 
A1-A6) showing the results of the summation in Eq. (17) 
of the paper for a fixed receiver and source location, 
and for a range of values of the "floor" absorption c•. 
The availability of these curves will allow easy applica- 
tion of the parallel plane method of calculation for many 
cases of practical significance. 
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FIG. A4. Results of the summation for a floor absorption of 

0.4. Ys/H=0.2, yR/H=0.4. 
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FIG. A5. Results of the summation for a floor absorption of 

0.6. Y s/H = 0.2 , y R/H = 0 . 4. 
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FIG. A3. Results of the summation for a floor absorption of 

0.2. Y s/H= 0.2, yj•/H=0.4. 
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FIG. A6. Results of the summation for a floor absorption of 

0.8. Y s/H = 0.2, y •/H = 0.4. 
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